Desert Eyes

Tune Ukulele

Words by
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Put Ukulele Capo on 3rd fret

Moderato

In a lone-ly car-a-van we met
There be-nath the O-ri-en-tal skies

Des-ert eyes I nev-er can for-get
I could read the mes-sage in your eyes
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Two big eyes of blue
Love was all I knew.

When you whispered, I'll return again to you.

CHORUS
Desert eyes I realize, what two blue eyes can do.

Eyes of grey, will wander they say.

*Optional
Desert Eyes 3
Eyes of brown may turn me down and leave me crying
Your eyes to me like diamonds shine
When they look longingly in mine
On the burning sand, you won my hand, With
your sweet desert eyes.

* Optional
Desert Eyes 3